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Definition of Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA)

A structured methodology of forecasting and 

comparing the anticipated costs and benefits of 

alternative courses of action in order to identify the 

most effective manner of achieving a stated goal 

or objective



Purposes of CBA

1. To determine if a policy or investment decision is 
feasible (i.e., do the associated net benefits exceed 
the associated net costs of a policy or investment 
decision?)

2. To provide a basis for comparing projects. It 
involves comparing the total expected cost of each 
option against the total expected benefits to see 
whether the benefits outweigh the costs and by 
how much.

Source: Army CBA Guide and OMB A-94



Characteristics of Cost-Benefit Analysis

• Decision support tool (informs, but does not decide)

• Predicts effects of actions under consideration for:
• Addressing a problem or challenge

• Pursuing an opportunity

• Quantifies financial impacts and business benefits (e.g., 
cost savings, performance improvements)

• Considers nonfinancial and nonquantifiable impacts

• Includes risk analysis

• Focus is to find the optimal solution

• Supports decision making, not end all…



WHY CBA?



Key Reasons for CBA

• Resource constraints increase focus on stewardship 
of dollars

• CBA strengthens ability to properly manage 
requirement and resourcing processes

• Key to providing accurate and complete information 
to decision makers

• SECDEF mandates use of CE/CBA to support 
resource-informed decision making



Army CBA Memo

Department of Army 
has directed that all 

unfunded 
requirements and new 
or expanded program 

proposals be 
accompanied by a 

thorough cost-benefit 
analysis

Undersecretary of the Army and the Vice Chief of Staff of the Army



DOD CBA Memo

Secretary of Defense



Key Principles and Concepts

• Terminology
• CBA, BCA, EA, cost-effectiveness analysis

• Net present value (NPV) and related outcome measures

• Elements of CBA
• Policy rationale or problem statement

• Explicit assumptions

• Evaluation of alternatives

• Who does and when?

• Eight-step model



Key Federal Sources for CBA Guidelines

• OMB Circular A-94

• GAO Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide 
(GAO-09-3SP)

• Army Cost-Benefit Analysis Guide

• AF Manual on Economic Analysis

• OMB Circular A-11, Supplement to Part 7: 
Capital Programming Guide



CBA 8-Step Process



Step 1

Define the 

Problem/ 

Opportunity

1. Define the problem/opportunity

2. Define scope; formulate facts and assumptions

3. Define alternatives

4. Develop cost estimate for alternatives under 
consideration

5. Identify quantifiable and nonquantifiable benefits

6. Define alternative selection criteria

7. Compare alternatives

8. Report results and recommendations



Step 1: Define the Problem/Opportunity; Describe 

the Background

• Define the initiative or proposal using a problem 

or opportunity statement 

• Define the objective/goal 

• Capture the voice of the stakeholder (the 

customer) and decision criteria 

• Describe the background and circumstances



Opportunity Statement

Key — state problem or opportunity in terms of the 

organization’s mission that requires a solution to 

describe what the effort intends to accomplish. 

• What required performance or outcome is not 

being achieved? 

• What is the perceived capability gap or 

improvement in question? 

• Who and what are impacted by this problem? 



Opportunity Statement Examples

• “The common access card (CAC) issuing 

process needs to be improved. We’ve received 

numerous complaints from DoD civilians and 

soldiers.”

• “The CAC card processing office needs an 

increase of $1M per year to support seven 

additional employees.”



Opportunity Statement Examples (continued)

• “The CAC process at X base has shown a 

steady increase in lead time from 2 hours to 6.2 

hours since January 2010 due to changes in 

policy, organizational changes, and total number 

of CAC transactions. This analysis presents 

costs and benefits of the potential solutions in 

addressing this issue.”



Objective/Goal

Whenever possible, objectives should be SMART: 

• Specific 

• Measurable 

• Achievable 

• Realistic 

• Time-bound



Possible Objective Measures

• Reduce number of man hours of effort required 

for a mission by a minimum of X%

• Increase output produced by the organization by 

no less than X units per month

• Improve product quality by committing less 

errors per page

• Provide a new or increased level of service at a 

reasonable cost



Background

• Background and circumstances define and 

assess the current state/condition

• Provides the contextual information needed to 

fully understand the problem, need, or 

opportunity to be addressed in the CBA



Questions for Step 1

• Do the problem statement and scope define a 
clear, unambiguous issue?

• Are the objectives consistent with other 
organizational objectives?

• Is the requirement temporary or permanent?
• Has the Voice of the Stakeholder been 

gathered?
• They best define the problem, on the “front lines”
• How and what other major stakeholders are likely to be 

impacted?

• Is the requirement part of a larger program or 
strategy?



Step 2

Define Scope; 

Formulate Facts 

and Assumptions

1. Define the problem/opportunity

2. Define scope; formulate facts and assumptions

3. Define alternatives

4. Develop cost estimate for alternatives under 
consideration

5. Identify quantifiable and nonquantifiable benefits

6. Define alternative selection criteria

7. Compare alternatives

8. Report results and recommendations



Step 2: Define Scope; Formulate Facts and 

Assumptions

• Assumptions identify conditions that are 

essential to the success of the solution and 

involve degree of uncertainty

• Facts empirically true supported by evidence
• Can include constraints or limits placed on resources for the 

project

• Constraint considerations could include technical, environmental, 

political, time, dollars, etc.



Questions for Step 2

• Scope considerations clearly defined 

• Were the assumptions developed by an appropriate 

subject matter expert and agreed upon?

• Are the assumptions clearly stated, fully documented, 

and realistic?

• Are all relevant constraints identified?

• Are the assumptions and constraints structured in a 

manner that is clearly intended to favor one COA?

• If needed, are assumptions concerning information 

technology included and vetted?



Important Note

• Results of Step 1 and Step 2 are validated with 

the proper leadership before other steps are 

undertaken!



Step 3

Define 

Alternatives

1. Define the problem/opportunity

2. Define scope; formulate facts and assumptions

3. Define alternatives

4. Develop cost estimate for alternatives under 
consideration

5. Identify quantifiable and nonquantifiable benefits

6. Define alternative selection criteria

7. Compare alternatives

8. Report results and recommendations



Step 3: Define Alternatives

• Define the status quo

• The status quo baseline

• Documenting the status quo

• Define alternative COAs
• Screen for suitability, feasibility, cost/value/risk balance 

consideration, completeness, distinguishable (from other COAs)

• Consider eliminating if unacceptable cost/performance, non-
conformance with schedule, political and environmental 
concerns, unrealistic dependence on assumptions

• Document, document!

• Identify the second and third order effects



Questions for Step 3: Define Alternatives

• Have all feasible alternatives been considered? 

Are all alternatives presented feasible?

• Are all relevant costs and benefits included in 

the baseline and alternatives?

• Are the costs and benefits of the status quo and 

alternatives detailed/documented to support 

relevant analysis?

• Have we identified and coordinated with all 

appropriate parties/stakeholders as appropriate?



Step 4

Develop Cost 

Estimate for 

Alternatives Under 

Consideration

1. Define the problem/opportunity

2. Define scope; formulate facts and assumptions

3. Define alternatives

4. Develop cost estimate for alternatives under 
consideration

5. Identify quantifiable and nonquantifiable benefits

6. Define alternative selection criteria

7. Compare alternatives

8. Report results and recommendations



The GAO Cost Estimating Process



The Cost Estimating Process



The Cost Estimating Process (continued)



Step 4: Develop Cost Estimates for Each Alternative

• Cost concepts 

• Cost analysis/estimating process 

• Cost estimating strategy 

• Tradeoffs (opportunity costs) 

• Organizing cost data for display 

• Inflation and impact on costing (NPV) 



Cost Concepts

• Direct and indirect

• Fixed, variable, total costs

• Recurring or nonrecurring

• Learning curves

• Consider second or third order effects



Total Cost Example (Fixed and Variable)



Learning Curves (Cost Concepts cont.)

• Theory premise states people and organizations 
learn and are more efficient when they perform 
repetitive tasks

• Only applies to recurring touch labor

• The more something is produced, the less labor 
it takes because the person performing the labor 
becomes more adept at the process

• Can also lead to:
• More efficient use of resources

• Improved flow of materials

• Identifying better equipment and facilities



A Learning Curve



Step 4 (cont.): Develop Cost Estimates for Each 

Alternative

• Cost concepts 

• Cost analysis/estimating process 

• Cost estimating strategy or method 

• Tradeoffs (opportunity costs) 

• Organizing cost data for display 

• Inflation and impact on costing (NPV)



The Cost Analysis/Estimating Process 

• Cost estimating and cost analysis
• Terms often used interchangeably

• Used to establish and defend budgets and drive 
affordability analysis

• Affordability depends on the quality of the cost 
estimate

• GAO four characteristics of high-quality, reliable cost 
estimates: (Following slides)

1. Well-documented

2. Comprehensive

3. Accurate

4. Credible



Well-documented

• Data traced back to the source documentation

• Documents all steps in developing the estimate 
so that another analyst unfamiliar with the 
program can recreate it quickly with the same 
result

• Documents all data sources for how the data 
were normalized (more later)

• Describes in detail the estimating methodology 
and rationale used to derive each work 
breakdown structure (WBS) element’s cost



Comprehensive

• Completely defines the program/initiative, 

reflects the current schedule, and contains 

reasonable assumptions

• Details all cost-influencing ground rules and 

assumptions. Don’t forget human factor 

considerations.

• It captures the complete scope of the work to be 

performed, using a logical WBS that accounts 

for all performance criteria and requirements



Accurate

• Contains few, if any, mathematical mistakes

• Reviewed for errors like double counting and 

omitted costs

• Cost drivers have been cross-checked to see if 

results are similar

• Timely

• Updated to reflect changes in technical or 

program assumptions and new phases or 

milestones… again, iterative process!!



Credible

• Major assumptions were varied and other 

outcomes recomputed to determine their 

sensitivity to changes in assumptions

• Results cross-checked using a different cost 

methodology (if possible) to determine whether 

they produce similar results



Cost Estimating Process (Army CBA Guide)



Ground Rules and Assumptions (GR&A)

• Inflation indices used

• Maintenance concept

• Acquisition strategy

• Procurement/fielding schedules

• Technological assumptions



Data Collection and Analysis

• Identify the types of data available (e.g., cost, 
programmatic, schedule, technical)

• Collect cost data with supporting documentation

• Determine which estimating methods, tools, and 
models will be used with which data sets

• Verify, validate, and adjust (normalize) the data. Cost 
data is adjusted in a process called normalization, 
which improves the quality of the data. In short, 
normalization ensures apples to apples comparison 
vs. apples to oranges.

• Collect data continuously throughout the pre-cost 
estimating process



Data Sources

• Budget and program objective memorandum 

(POM) submission

• Market analysis

• Vendors catalogue data and commercial cost 

reference manuals

• Historical cost data reports

• Manpower utilization records/reports

• Program management offices (PMOs)



Cost Estimating Process



WBS Purpose and Benefits

• WBS deconstructs output requirements into 
successive smaller level cost elements and work 
packages

• Clarifies relationships between tasks and the 
end product

• Facilitates effective planning and management

• Supports tracking key elements:
• Risks

• Resource allocation

• Schedule

• Costs



Common Elements of a WBS



Fire Control Program Elements 



Product-Oriented WBS



Cost Estimating Process



Step 4 (cont.): Develop Cost Estimates for Each 

Alternative

• Cost concepts 

• Cost analysis/estimating process 

• Cost estimating strategy or method 

• Tradeoffs (opportunity costs) 

• Organizing cost data for display  

• Inflation and impact on costing (NPV)



Cost Estimating Strategy or Method

• Analogy

• Parametric

• Engineering

• Expert Opinion (aka Delphi Technique)



Analogy Method

• Most common estimating tool

• Compare a new item to one or more existing 

items where accurate cost and technical data 

exists

• Subjective evaluation relative to similarities and 

differences

• Most appropriate for early in the program when 

cost and other data is not yet available



Parametric Method

• Relies on a database of like items that must be 

kept updated for estimates to be accurate

• Creates estimates based on assumed 

relationship between items and their 

characteristics

• Uses mathematical and statistical tools to 

evaluate the relationships

• Most appropriate for early in the program when 

detailed specifications are not yet available



Engineering Method

• Build-up costs from summing lower level WBS

• Normally used later in stabilized program

• Requires detailed information
• Number of hours, number of parts, etc.

• Expensive, time consuming but more accurate



Expert Opinion (aka Delphi Technique)

• Requires subject matter experts related to the 

program being estimated

• Best to consult with several specialists to arrive 

at a cost estimate by consensus

• Generally used when other techniques or data 

are unavailable
• Can also be used to substantiate estimates derived from use of 

another method



Step 4: Develop Cost Estimate for Alternatives Under 

Consideration (cont.)

• Alternatives are potential solutions to the 
problem statement that will be evaluated in the 
CBA

• Support the achievement of the mission and 
strategic goals of the organization

• Cost estimate captures the total cost of each 
alternative over its entire life cycle and is a 
summation of all relevant cost elements

• Should not be a marketing exercise for 
supporting given choice. Intent is to give 
leadership broad, thoughtful analysis of other 
potential solutions.



Life Cycle Cost Composition

Fix the temporal frame of the estimate; all alternatives use the same cost estimating timeframe.



Guidelines for Cost Estimating

• Use current dollars for budget/FYDP, supported by 
known cost increases or official inflation indices

• Differences in current and constant dollars (next slide) 

• Identify one-time costs (also referred to as fixed costs, 
implementation costs, or investment costs)

• Identify all recurring and non-recurring costs. Apply 
labor learning curves to recurring.

• Ensure apples to apples comparison of alternatives. 
Don’t change scope or assumptions from alternative to 
alternative.

• Inflation rates may vary for specialized labor (ships)
• Develop supporting documentation that can stand 

alone to explain the cost estimate to decision makers



Step 4 (cont.): Develop Cost Estimates for Each 

Alternative

• Cost concepts 

• Cost analysis/estimating process 

• Cost estimating strategy or method 

• Tradeoffs (opportunity costs) 

• Organizing cost data for display  

• Inflation and impact on costing (NPV)



Example of Constant Dollars Converted to Current 

Dollars



Compound Interest: Future Value



Discounting to Present Value



Example of the 

impact of 

discounted cash 

flows to arrive at 

present value 

(PV)



Example of Break-Even Point Analysis

(In Thousands of Current Dollars)



Summary Decision Criteria Measurement

Measurement Decision Criteria

Net present value (NPV) Select project with highest NPV

Internal rate of return (IRR) Select project with highest IRR where IRR exceeds the discount 
factor

Benefit-cost ratio (BCR) Select project with highest BCR

Payback period Select project with lowest payback period



Challenges for Cost Estimators



Step 5

Identify 

Quantifiable and 

Nonquantifiable

Benefits

1. Define the problem/opportunity

2. Define scope; formulate facts and assumptions

3. Define alternatives

4. Develop cost estimate for alternatives under 
consideration

5. Identify quantifiable and nonquantifiable benefits

6. Define alternative selection criteria

7. Compare alternatives

8. Report results and recommendations



Step 5: Identify Quantifiable and Nonquantifiable 

Benefits

1. Types of benefits

2. Identify, estimate, and evaluate benefits



Step 5: Identify Quantifiable and Nonquantifiable 

Benefits Types

• Benefits are the quantitative and qualitative results or 

improvements expected by implementing an 

alternative. The benefits provide the starting point for 

identifying alternative selection criteria in Step 6.

• Quantifiable benefits are measurable (i.e., can be 

assigned a numeric value)
• Includes objective benefits (e.g., dollars, physical count of tangible 

items, or percentage change)

• Can also include subjective benefits (e.g., morale, customer satisfaction)

• Nonquantifiable benefits do not lend themselves to 

direct or quantitative measures



Quantifiable Benefits

• Have numeric values (e.g., dollars, physical 

count, percentage change)

• Financial benefits (coming slides)

• Nonfinancial but quantifiable
• Flight hours per month or tanks serviced

• System reliability such as MTBF or average downtime

• Accuracy, availability, reliability, performance, operational 

effectiveness



Financial Quantifiable Benefits

• Cost reduction. A reduction in the number of 
dollars needed to meet a customer-established 
requirement by improving a process or function.

• Savings. A cost reduction that enables a 
manager to reallocate funds within the budget or 
program period.

• Productivity improvements. A reduction in 
personnel time and effort requirements 
associated with a function or assigned task. In 
most cases, a productivity improvement will also 
result in a savings or cost avoidance.



Step 6

Define 

Alternative 

Selection 

Criteria

1. Define the problem/opportunity

2. Define scope; formulate facts and assumptions

3. Define alternatives

4. Develop cost estimate for alternatives under 
consideration

5. Identify quantifiable and nonquantifiable benefits

6. Define alternative selection criteria

7. Compare alternatives

8. Report results and recommendations



Step 6: Define Alternative Selection Criteria

• Alternative selection criteria are those 
standards/bases on which a decision should be 
based

• CBAs should contain documentation that 
outlines recommended decision criteria and 
identifies the extent to which each alternative 
satisfies each of the criteria

• This is an opportunity to think collaboratively 
about what is truly important and judge the 
best solution based on analysis



One Approach to Identifying Selection Criteria

• Develop list of candidate criteria:
• Relevant cost issues

• Benefits identified in Step 5

• Negative impacts of the alternative COAs

• Guidance provided by the leader/decision maker

• Objectives specified by leadership

• Pare the list down to the handful of factors that 

should be taken into account in selecting a COA
• Any benefits that don’t survive this scrub are not relevant benefits



Questions for Step 6

• Are the selection criteria appropriately tailored to the 
problem statement or requirement?

• Has appropriate consideration been given to both cost 
and non-cost criteria?

• Has the leadership agreed with the priority (weighting) 
of the criteria?

• Do the selection criteria appear unrealistically skewed 
to favor one alternative?

• Confirm selection criteria and their weights with 
leadership. The analyst may want to reconfirm all 
prior CBA items (objective, assumptions, 
constraints, weights) at this time.



Possible Selection Criteria to Include in

Step 6

What financial decision criteria are to be calculated?

• Net present value (NPV): Computed by subtracting 
the present value of costs from the present value of 
benefits

• Benefit-cost ratio: Compares the present value of 
total benefits with the present value of total costs

• Break-even point: The point at which the cumulative 
costs of two alternatives are equal

• Rank order/weight-based: Allows for selection based 
on quantifiable and non-quantifiable costs and benefits 
and allows decision makers to adjust criteria based on 
perceived importance



Step 7

Compare 

Alternatives

1. Define the problem/opportunity

2. Define scope; formulate facts and assumptions

3. Define alternatives

4. Develop cost estimate for alternatives under 
consideration

5. Identify quantifiable and nonquantifiable benefits

6. Define alternative selection criteria

7. Compare alternatives

8. Report results and recommendations



Step 7: Compare Costs and Benefits

• The essence of the CBA process is in comparing 

the costs and benefits of at least two courses of 

action (to include the status quo, if one exists) in 

order to identify the preferred alternative

• As a general rule, the preferred alternative is the 

alternative that provides the greatest amount of 

benefit in relation to its cost



Conceptual Look at Evaluating Alternatives



Step 7: Sensitivity Analysis and Risk Assessment

• Sensitivity analysis explains what the effect is on 

the cost-benefit model should assumptions 

change, risks become issues, and/or 

dependencies not be met

• Risk assessment describes all risks that can 

impact the achievement of stated benefits or the 

cost of solving the business problem 

• Each risk has an associated mitigation strategy 

and an assessment of likelihood of occurrence



Sensitivity Analysis Steps

• Choose several elements (costs, assumptions, 
benefits, etc.) that appear to have the greatest 
impact on the results of the analysis and which 
are most subject to variance

• Vary each one over a reasonable set of values 
while holding the other variables in the analysis 
constant relative to each other

• Determine the impact of these changes on the 
net present value results and the ranking of 
alternatives

• Ultimately everything above ties to RISKS!



Goals of Risk Analysis

• What risks may occur?

• What is the likelihood that the risk will occur?

• What is the source of these risks and is it 

internal or external?

• What are the consequences if the risks go 

uncontrolled?

• How much risk is tolerable?

• What should be done to anticipate or prevent 

occurrence or limit consequences?



Types of Risk

• Business or programmatic — affects viability of 

program and budget

• Process — new process impacts/lags 

performance

• Technical — higher for immature or undeveloped

• Schedule — time allotted for defined tasks, 

paths

• Organizational — change management issues



Risk Mitigation Plans – Some Examples

• Adopting less complex processes

• Multiple and overlapping processes and 

products

• Conducting more tests and R&D

• Dual supplier

• IT systems run parallel before new adoption

• LRIP

• Better training and strong HR change 

management practices









Some Questions to Answer in Step 7 —

Risk and Sensitivity Analysis

• What are the major areas of uncertainty and risk in the 
project? How have these been dealt with, i.e., risk 
mitigation plan?

• Which assumptions need to be tested?
• Is there a need for sensitivity analysis based on 

optimistic and pessimistic estimates of costs and 
benefits?

• How are the results affected if different estimates and 
assumptions are used?

• What are the plausible upper and lower confidence 
levels of cost-benefit items subject to uncertainty?

• How are the results affected if selection criteria are 
weighted differently?



Step 8

Report Results and 

Recommendations

1. Define the problem/opportunity

2. Define scope; formulate facts and assumptions

3. Define alternatives

4. Develop cost estimate for alternatives under 
consideration

5. Identify quantifiable and nonquantifiable benefits

6. Define alternative selection criteria

7. Compare alternatives

8. Report results and recommendations



Step 8: Report Results and Recommendations

• Summarize the findings of the analysis and make 
conclusive statements about the comparisons of 
alternatives

• Conclusions should demonstrate the cost-benefit 
relationships between each alternative

• Results address how the alternatives were ranked 
using the selection criteria developed in Step 6 

• Following a clear statement of the conclusions, there 
should be a firm recommendation and value 
proposition regarding the preferred alternative

• All data and other information used in Steps 1–8 must 
be adequately documented and supported



To Summarize…

• CBA is a complex process involving many 
disciplines, activities, and layers of analysis

• No two CBAs are the same

• Assumptions, proper data, documentation, and 
analysis all extremely important

• It is a nonlinear and iterative process

• Follow the 8-Step Process to organize and 
“cover all bases”

• Leads to informed decision making and 
enhanced stewardship of public resources!!



CBA 8-Step Process


